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Threat modeling and simulation (TMS) was aimed at dynamically capturing the features of attacks, which is a challenging job in
complex Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) control systems due to the complicated relationships among attacks. Recently, Meta
Attack Language (MAL) showed its powerful TMS capabilities for representing complex attacks. However, existing methods pay
less attention to the impact of changes in threat profiles on the simulation of key attack techniques. This paper proposes a novel
method called threat response modeling language (TRMLang) for threat modeling and simulation in complex IIoT attacks.
TRMLang obtains attacker information through an automated analysis of cyber threat intelligence (CTI) to build dynamic
attacker profiles. Furthermore, it merges attacker features and probabilistic attack graphs in the simulation to improve TMS
performance. The experimental results demonstrate that TRMLang can represent and evaluate the security conditions of IIoT
control systems with two attack cases by Lazarus Group on SEGRID smart grids.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) has
grown rapidly and offers tremendous advantages in remote
monitoring, information gathering, and workforce reduction
[1]. Therefore, smart factories [2], smart grids [3], smart
medicine [4], and other industrial scenarios have widely
deployed IIoT systems. However, in complex IIoT networks,
many serious attacks are difficult to identify dynamically due
to decentralized infrastructures or the lack of well-developed
security assessment mechanisms. Any part of anomalies
leads to delay of the IIoT control network and system [5].

The main purpose of threat modeling for complex IIoT
networks is to dynamically capture the features between attack
processes, which are highly correlated with key attack tech-
niques. These features can provide rich information for threat
modeling and simulation (TMS). Threat modeling is based
mainly on three types of models: first-principle models, data-
driven models, and domain-specific language models [6].

First-principle models combine prior knowledge of industrial
safety with a mathematical model. However, it is too difficult
to obtain accurate mathematical model for complex industrial
process because of strong uncertainty (including unknown of
the attack process and unmappable of certain attack tech-
niques). Compared to first-principle models, the main
advantage of data-driven models is that less mechanical
knowledge is involved. But the data-driven model solely offers
the capability to model security-relevant properties, and anal-
ysis needs to be conducted manually [7].

The domain-specific language (DSL) model inherits the
advantages of the data-drivenmodel and greatly facilitates sys-
tem security design and automated analysis, as it effectively
separates security engineering from system engineering. This
separation is convenient not only from the point of reuse but
also because it allows the separation of services [8]. Thus, secu-
rity experts can create modeling languages, perhaps by intro-
ducing modeling elements such as assets, firewalls,
vulnerabilities, defenses, and attacker actions. Moreover, the
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reusability of data-driven security designs is poor, and it is dif-
ficult to adapt to development in multiple scenarios, so we
need to introduce a more appropriate approach to solve this
problem.

With the extraordinary advances in security engineering
technology, a large number of process data and asset status
data can be obtained from attack process. Thus, domain-
specific language modeling has become the most popular
threat modeling method. The commonly used domain-
specific language modeling methods are unified modelling
language (UML) [9], object constraint language (OCL)
[10], extensible markup language (XML) [11], etc. Currently,
researchers have developed scenario-oriented attack lan-
guages [12–18], relating them to existing security concepts,
attack tactics, techniques, and practices. Arshad et al. [12]
constructed an attack-specific language to concisely provide
information about attack techniques, which will streamline
and automate the cyber range functions of threat and
challenge execution. Briland and Bouquet [13] proposed a
method that uses a domain-specific language to generate
modified data, allowing simulated and tested attacks such
as injecting forged data into the system. Kern et al. [14]
propose a domain-specific language for industrial automa-
tion and control systems that complies with international
security standards. However, since many attack processes
exhibit strong dynamics, these hard-coded modeling
approaches are not applicable, because they are inflexible
and hard to change and reuse. To track the dynamic features
of complex attack processes, some formal methods have
been proposed, such as the Meta Attack Language (MAL)
[15], which is used as a domain-specific language combined
with object-oriented modeling, and it generates probabilistic
attack graphs to simulate the intrusion process of the
attacker, for example, EnterpriseLang [16] for the modeling
of network attack of enterprise IT systems, PowerLang [17]
for the modeling of threat of power-related IT and OT infra-
structures, and CoreLang [18] for threat modeling of general
IT infrastructures. The results show that MAL can analyze
more dynamic features from probabilistic attack graphs.
Most of these models can encode the attack and defense
logic of key techniques in real attack processes, but they
cannot obtain dynamic features which are more relevant to
the corresponding attackers. Therefore, combining attacker
features to build MAL-based models has become a new
challenge for IIoT domain threat modeling.

In the area of cyber threat intelligence (CTI), with the
introduction of threat intelligence sharing technologies,
CTI has recently become an important source of informa-
tion in IIoT security. Atluri and Horne [19] designed a
machine learning-based CTI framework for industrial
control systems. It supports collecting threat intelligence
passively from network traffic from critical control systems
and extracts indicators of compromise (IoC) from anomaly
type features. Yinghai et al. [20] proposed an overall frame-
work for defense of industrial control network security,
which integrated fragmented multisource threat intelligence
with an industrial network layout using a security knowledge

graph. The CTI dataset was used to construct a cybersecurity
knowledge graph (CSKG) based on the basis of analyzing
specific industrial control scenarios for further security
analysis of the industrial control system. Moustafa et al.
[21] proposed a framework to protect the physical layer of
intelligent energy. The framework is based on CTI, machine
learning, and physical layer security technology to enhance
the security of intelligent energy systems in different applica-
tions. Cabana et al. [22] used network traffic analysis tools to
analyze dark network traffic and generate threat intelligence
on scanning campaigns targeting ICSs in the form of cam-
paign fragments, and they investigated the payloads of the
identified campaigns using a custom deep packet inspection
technique to dissect and analyze the threat intelligence. CTI
and its automated analysis have shown great power in
dealing with dynamic attacker signatures.

However, most of the current threat intelligence
researches are focused on anomaly extraction, information
collection, and intelligence generation. Research on embed-
ding dynamic features of complex data into system modeling
is still in the exploratory stage [23]. Therefore, it is difficult
to perform domain modeling, threat analysis, and follow-
up work. The MAL framework-based model proposed in
this paper combines attacker features with CTI. This design
not only provides a higher-level attack concept but also
effectively captures the features of intelligence data and
generates high-quality intelligence data [24].

The term TTP (tactics, techniques, and procedures)
originated in military and antiterrorism operations [25]
and has since come to refer to the conventional attack tac-
tics, techniques, and processes employed by attackers dur-
ing their attack campaigns. In the complex IIoT attack
process, relying on a single organization cannot build a
complete TTP feature of the attacker. Therefore, compared
to traditional security engineering technology for threats
analysis, CTI automated analysis is a “space-for-time”
technology, which can use threat intelligence in other net-
works to capture attacker TTP features and reduce the
time required for analysis. Thus, this paper introduces
attacker information obtained from the CTI automated
analysis to build dynamic attacker profiles. Then, we built
on the MAL framework to propose a new formal method
called threat response modeling language (TRMLang) for
threat modeling and simulation in IIoT complex attack
processes. TRMLang encodes the attack defense logic in
the IIoT domain, enabling semiautomatic generation and
computation of large-scale probabilistic attack graphs.
After that, the attacker features and probabilistic attack
graphs in attack processes are further merged to improve
TMS performance. The main contributions of this paper
are summarized as follows.

(i) Propose a dynamic attacker profile for the mapping
of threat features in complex attack processes. The
attacker profile introduces dynamic information of
adversary to capture the impact of changes in threat
features over scenarios on the being simulated key
techniques
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(ii) Developed a threat response modeling language for
IIoT threat modeling and simulation. Furthermore,
it merges dynamic attacker profiles and probabilis-
tic attack graphs during attacks to improve TMS
performance. The dynamic features of the attacker
are fed into TRMLang through an assigning proba-
bility distribution method to construct a dynamic
threat mapping between the attacker action and
key techniques

(iii) The TRMLang model with the attacker profile is
compared with a model based on a standard pene-
tration test to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
method in attack simulation

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes threat response modeling language in detail.
Section 3 designs a method for assigning probability distri-
butions. Then, the effectiveness of the proposed method is
verified through two case studies in Section 4. Finally,
Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. TRMLang Modeling Based on IIoT

This section presents the definition of TRMLang and the
structure of the metamodel. Then, it describes the procedure
for TRMLang-based attack simulation.

2.1. Definition. The state change of IIoT assets caused by a
cyberattack initiated by an attacker essentially changed their
security settings. TRMLang treats assets as nodes and attack
dependencies between nodes as edges. This means that it can
be applied to model an action that interacts with the system
or a class in the MAL framework. The IIoT control system
threat modeling has some predefined concepts that provide
an abstract representation of its TMS capabilities, such as
the following.

Definition 1. TRMLang denotes the IIoT assets set as a five-
tuple: G = ðS, T ,D, E, RÞ.

S = fs0, s1,⋯, si,⋯, sng denotes the set of all asset nodes,
where s0 is the first asset node that the attacker has success-
fully compromised and sn is the attacker’s target asset node.

T = ftijti = actionðsiÞg is the set of attacker attack
actions, action denotes the action taken to attack ti, which
may be the technique or vulnerability exploit used by the
attacker; si indicates the attack target asset of ti; the value
of ti is 1 or 0, indicating whether the attack occurred.

D = fdijdi = stateðsiÞg is the set of defense states, and
state represents the state of the defense action; the value of
di is 1 or 0, indicating whether the defense is enabled.

E = fei⟶jji = 1, 2,⋯,N , j = 1, 2,⋯,Ng is the set of
directed edges between the state asset nodes, indicating the
change caused by an attacker taking a single attack action,
such as the elevation of privilege and the increase in vulner-
ability. This makes the previous node point to the next node.
Ed = S × T means executing an attack when defense is not
enabled; Et = T × S means arriving at the next node after
completing an attack.

R = Rd ∪ Rt denotes the weight function that depends on
the distribution of attack actions over time, where Rd
depends on Ed , which denotes the probability of defense
enablement, called defense enablement probability, and Rt
depends on Et , which refers to the probability of an attacker
reaching the next asset after a successful action, called attack
success probability.

Definition 2. Attack lateral movement.
Probabilistic attack graphs are graphical models that

represent the knowledge about assets in the IIoT network
and their interactions, showing that the different paths an
attacker can follow to reach a given goal. An attack path in a
probabilistic attack graph is a finite sequence of states fs1
, s2,⋯, sn, si ∈ S, i = 0, 1,⋯, ng, ðsi, si+1Þ ∈ E, which is the
process of state change caused by an attacker’s successful
compromise of an attack target. Thus, the probabilistic
attack graph is made up of various insecure state nodes
and a set of attack actions that lead to state transfer.
Along each path, each successful lateral movement gives
the attacker more privileges towards its goal. In this sense,
probabilistic attack graphs provide an appropriate frame-
work for model TRMLang, since they depict causal rela-
tionships between random variables in a compact way.

After each attack action is successfully compromised, the
attacker can execute the next attack action, indicated by
“⟶.” The lateral movement of the attack action from node
si to node sj and the attacker initiates the attack ei⟶j on
node sj. The calculated success probability of the attack is
as in

P ei⟶j

� �
= P0 t j

� �
×Dp ei⟶j

� �
, ð1Þ

where P0ðt jÞ is the conditional probability of attack action t j
and Dpðei⟶jÞ is the probability distribution of defense
enablement of node sj.

Definition 3. Attack dependency.
Generally, probabilistic attack graphs calculate asset risks

using prior probabilities. Thus, in order to calculate the
asset’s prior probability, we must first determine the asset’s
local conditional probability. For any ti, t j ∈ T and ei⟶j ∈ E,
ti is called the parent action of t j, and t j is called a child action
of ti. Similarly, we have the set of parent actions Paðt jÞ≔
fti ∈ Tjei⟶j ∈ Eg. The local conditional probability of t j
with its parent attack action Paðt jÞ has two dependencies:
fAND, ORg (denoted by “&” and “∣”). A logical AND
where all parent attacks should be successful to calculate
the success probability of the attack action t j can be
expressed as

P t j
��Pa t j

� �� �
=

0,∃ti ∈ Pa tj
� ���ti = 0,

Y
ti=1

P ei↔j

� �
, otherwise:

8><
>:

ð2Þ
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A logical OR where at least one of the preconditions in
Paðt jÞ needs to be satisfied to calculate the success proba-
bility of the attack action t j can be expressed as

P tj
��Pa t j

� �� �
=

0,∀ti ∈ Pa t j
� ���ti = 0,

1 −
Y
ti=1

1 − P ei⟶j

� �� �
, otherwise:

8><
>:

ð3Þ

Definition 4. Asset attack costs.
In real-world attack scenarios, most targeted assets

require a large time cost for the attacker. That is, the cost
of the compromise target can be expressed as the local
time-to-compromise (TTC). The TTC value indicates the
time to compromise an asset, and it can measure the security
level of various assets in the IIoT network. In each attack
action, the probability distribution of the associated local
TTC is repeatedly randomly sampled. Then, the action speed
is predicted to indicate the cost of compromising the target.
From ∀t j ∈ T , the local conditional probability formula fur-
ther calculates the TTC prior probability distribution of t j,
as in

Pttc t1, t2,⋯,t j
� �

=
Yj

i=1
P t j

��Pa t j
� �� �

: ð4Þ

2.2. Metamodel of Threat Response Based on the IIoT. This
section presents TRMLang, which enables the modeling of
IIoT networks from security requirement engineering point
of view. The Tropos framework is a method for analyzing
and modeling the security requirement analysis stage, and
it plays an important guiding role in the practice of security
requirement engineering [26]. In this paper, the MAL
modeling method is combined with the Tropos framework
for the first time to define the TRMLang metamodel, which
inherits the concept of Tropos. The metamodel is effective in
providing abstraction definition capabilities for modeling
the synergistic relationships between physical and virtual
components in controlled scenarios. This allows simulating
the hardware, software, and modeling resources required
for IIoT and construction of high-fidelity models that can
be used to calculate the system’s time to compromise under
threat scenarios.

In order for simulation experiments to reliably capture
the features of IIoT control environments, testing and
experimental case studies need to be described and modeled,
considering both the cyber and physical domains. In addi-
tion, the simulation setup must capture the threat modeling
features of the attacker and attack logic. In terms of a poten-
tial attacker, the threat features are adversarial knowledge,
resources, access to the system, and specificity. As for the
attack logic, the features include attack frequency, target
level, attacked assets, attack techniques, and premises.
Therefore, for each modeling metric, we provide the appro-
priate background, relevant definitions, attack setup, and
mathematical formulation. The current version of the
TRMLang metamodel is shown in Figure 1, which extends
and builds upon the Tropos framework.

Cyber asset is a digital entity that is part of the infrastruc-
ture. Physical asset represents the hardware aspects of the
system. Asset classes can perform different tasks, forming
various associations between concepts of the same class
and other classes. Therefore, there are self-associations
between assets.

Attackers represent malicious actors who threaten the
security of the system by compromising assets. In TRMLang,
the attacker entity defines the starting point of an attack. It
can be connected to any attack action entity ti. This connec-
tion represents the source of the attack path. These particu-
lar attack actions thus always have a TTC that evaluates to 0.

Mission represents a subtarget that cannot fail during the
attack, assuming that the malicious actor’s attack has been
successful. Based on this concept, asset reallocation can be
modeled together with other attack decisions. Thus, the
mission is represented by an inheritance relationship.

Vulnerabilities represent flaws in the implementation or
design of IIoT control systems: they constitute vulnerabil-
ities in the rule set represented by other assets, associations,
and relationships. In TRMLang, the attack action of vulner-
abilities is modeled rather than the consequences of the
vulnerability exploit. The fact that not all vulnerability
exploits result in successful compromises is captured with
the probabilities in the attack action relations. Moreover,
the existence of a vulnerability may be uncertain. This
uncertainty is represented as a probability distribution,
which further influences the calculation of the TTC.

Incident stands for intentional unauthorized access to a
system, service, or resource of an IIoT or the compromise
of a system’s security properties. This concept differentiates
an incident and a threat clarifying that an incident is suc-
cessful and has malicious intent. Aggregate one or more
attacks as attempts to exploit a vulnerability and together
they can constitute an incident. In some cases, they multiply
and spread. In order for the TRMLang to able to show that
an incident can associate, encapsulate, support, or generate
another incident, the reflexive association is used. For
instance, malware replicates itself in crucial locations on a
system. In this case, the incident reflexive association will
be used to connect the malware with its copies.

In TRMLang, the metamodel shows how attacks are
modeled to interact with assets. Specifically, the metamodel
shows how actions are related between asset objects. In any
attack scenario, the sequence of attacks from one object to
another is critical to modeling. This is also applicable to
defense and tactical strategies.

2.3. Attack Simulation Description. The proposed TRMLang
is based on MAL. The MAL is a modeling and simulation
language framework that combines probabilistic attack and
defense graphs with object-oriented modeling, which in turn
can be used to create domain-specific or scenario-specific
languages and automate the security analysis of instance
models within each domain. In this case, the MAL compiler
uses a different backend to compile the MAL type of
language into the corresponding files. This can then be used
to create models graphically using their own proposed lan-
guage and to simulate attacks on these models through
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probabilistic attack graphs. Finally, we describe this correla-
tion between attack and defense through an example of an
attack simulation on a small control network.

The architecture of the small control network can be
seen in Figure 2. In this scenario, the solid line represents
the possible attack path that attackers can take to achieve
their goals, and the dashed line represents the implemented
defense. The attack simulation was developed based on pre-
modeled models, scripts, and complementary self-developed
code to deploy all phases of key techniques. The following
sections of the scenario briefly provide the documentation
according to TRMLang, while the full experiments are
shown in Section 4.

The attacker uses ti: attemptPhishing to send spear-
phishing emails containing malicious links, typically to
execute malicious code on victim systems. Phishing may also
be conducted via third-party services, like social media
platforms. Phishing may also involve social engineering
techniques, such as posing as a trusted source. Users can also
use defensive means, such as di: userTraining, to be aware of
access or manipulation attempts by an adversary to reduce
the risk of successful spear phishing, social engineering,
and other techniques that involve user interaction.

The defense of the asset is denoted by “#.” Bernoulli
ð0:4Þ means that the probability that the defense protected
is enabled for an asset UserWorkstations is 0.4 (40%).

Attackers use the t j: drive-by compromise technique to
gain privileges from users while they are accessing the
system normally. This attack usually targets specific organi-
zations, industries, regions, etc., forming the so-called
“watering hole” attack. There are two defensive measures
to choose from, di: data execution protect (DEP) and dj:

address space layout randomization (ASLR). As presented
above, classes containing attack actions constitute the core
entities of a TRMLang specification. The description is as
follows.

TRMLang is based on MAL syntax rules and generates
an attack graph with probability distributions over the
TTC of each attack action in a path by quantifying the
dependencies of attacks and defenses.

As shown in Equation (5), TRMLang probability distri-
bution requires the introduction of an attacker feature map-
ping algorithm. It can establish the attacker capability factor
δ based on the attacker capability, which is used to quantify
the attacker’s sophistication attributes. This approach
addresses a problem not considered in previous work, where
the TTC distribution should change with different attacker
attributes. Such a negative effect leads to a serious underesti-
mation of the potential attack’s impact. As such, this paper
simulates the use of attacker sophistication attributes to
adjust the TTC probability distribution over time. This
allows fine-tuning of the well-trained model to adapt to dif-
ferent individuals [27]. In theory, this should make it easier
to differentiate threat levels based on attackers. The details
are described in detail in Section 3.

∀DEP∈ 0,1f g,ASLR∈ 0,1f g ⟹ exponential default × δð Þ: ð5Þ

The expression above means every entry in the depen-
dency truth table of WebServer.. In drive-by compromise,
theδshould be multiplied by it. Namely, the expression
above would yield the dependency truth table, as in Table 1.

The two defenses, DEP and ASLR, will make the attack
actions more difficult for the adversary. If both are set, then
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Figure 1: Schematic of the IIoT-based threat response metamodel. It shows the security concepts that can be used to instantiate TRMLang
for further analysis, common understanding, and evaluation of complex attacks on control systems.
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the attacker cannot do anything, regardless of its capabilities.
However, the attacker’s ability factor δ is believed to have an
effect when only one is set or not set.

3. Applying Attacker Profile for TRMLang
Probability Distribution

3.1. ATT&CK Matrix. The MITRE’s ATT&CK (adversarial
tactics, techniques, and common knowledge) framework is
the most widely known and utilized methodology for
expressing the activity of a cyberattack or threat actor [28].
The MITRE ATT&CK framework analyzes the activities of
cyberattacks and threat actors from the perspective of TTPs
(tactics, techniques, and procedures) and composes and
expresses them in the form of ATT&CK matrix. The frame-
work assists in understanding the adversarial attack chain
and enhances the security standpoint of IIoT and related
control system assets.

There are three versions of this ATT&CK matrix: enter-
prise, mobile, and ICS. This study extracts six tactics from
three versions of the ATT&CK matrix from the view point
of IIoT networks. These tactics will map the attack actions
in the TRMLang model to the attacker’s techniques. The
following six tactics are proved to be effective in threat
modeling and attack simulation: initial access, execution,
privilege escalation, defense evasion, credential access, and
lateral movement. Each of the tactics presented can be
deployed by different techniques. These tactics are chosen
because they are useful in defining the attack action during
the time between the initial attack and the compromised
target. From a security engineering perspective, these six

Web
server

Attacker

Internet

DEP
Defenses

Internet

Host

Attack:
drive-by compromise

Attack:
attempt phishing

ASLFR

Defenses:
user training

User
workstations

Figure 2: Schematic of attack and defense of small control network. It contains two examples of attack simulation, which can express the
correlation between attack and defense.

asset UserWorkstations {
∣ attemptPhishing

⟶ host. authenticate
# userTraining ½Bernoullið0:4Þ�

⟶ attemptPhishing
}

Specification 1

asset WebServer extends Resource {
& driveByCompromise
⟶ hosts.connect

}
asset Host extends Resource {

∣ connect
⟶ access

∣ authenticate
⟶ access

# DEP
⟶ webserver.driveByCompromise

# ASLR
⟶ webserver.driveByCompromise

}

Specification 2
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classifications of tactics are able to fully describe the threat
elements of the system of interest. Moreover, as stated ear-
lier, what we consider is the simulation of an attacker’s
movement in the control network. What the simulation does
not take into consideration is what happens after the
attacker reaches the target, such as the impact of a data
breach. Therefore, the remaining tactics are difficult to accu-
rately describe in ways of threat modeling.

The complex nature of IIoT control systems, and
consequently the attack and defense logic, urges the model-
ing of attack vectors on both the cyber and the physical
domains of the system. Attackers are constantly improving,
adapting, and modifying their attack patterns to avoid
defense mechanisms. As a consequence, to support logic
modeling, path prediction, and time to compromise calcula-
tions in TRMLang, we combined the six core tactics of
MITRE ATT&CK matrix in the attacker profile for a more
granular and explicit TTP analysis. Specifically, the proposed
threat modeling approach extends the ATT&CK matrix
methods to comprehensively characterize the logic of the
attack in the MAL syntactic structure. As such, our model
will help to implement a more accurate simulation safety
assessment in experimental testing.

3.2. Attacker Profile. The research in this paper introduces a
methodology that automatically maps dynamic attacker pro-
files. The goal of this study is to provide a new indicator for
the threat profile of a specific attacker through CTI auto-
mated analysis. The proposed methodology is divided into
two main parts, as shown in Figure 3. The first part of the
methodology utilizes CTI and ATT&CK matrices to auto-
mate the analysis of the attacker’s TTP features for quanti-
fied tactical and technical data. The second part considers
mapping the attacker’s sophistication attributes to the capa-
bility factor δ. These two components together form the
overall structure of the attacker profile, which is used to
map the adversary’s ability range and skill features into the
TRMLang metamodel.

The basic unit of the capability factor δ is the sophistica-
tion attributes (SA). Although the overall skill can transfer
dynamic features through the state values of each attribute,
it cannot reveal the relationship between the dynamic
change in input and the output. For complex attack pro-
cesses, most of the time, it should be in a stable reconnais-
sance state. However, it is difficult for the attack to run
latently for a long time due to continuous changes in the
information of the system network, the state of the logged-
in devices, and the unknown disturbances in the system,
leading to continuous changes of the IIoT control system

state. Hence, the capability factor δ is proposed to character-
ize the regularity between input data and key techniques by
introducing the configuration information of SA as dynamic
features.

Saade and Conference [29] analyzed the features of
attackers from an epistemological perspective. Based on this
research, we summarized nine sophistication attributes of
attackers. The first group consists of 6 attributes: mainte-
nance intrusion tools, combining complex components, active
reconnaissance, intruded system familiarity, victim familiar-
ity, and same organization. The attribute sets of this group
are f0, 1g. The second group includes two attributes:
intrusion tools developed and intrusion experience; the sets
are f0, 1, 2g. Finally, the third group has only one attribute:
level of resources, which has the set f0, 1, 2, 3g. The higher
the value, the better the attacker has resources. These thresh-
olds are merely a suggestion and can be configured in many
different ways. One such configuration is proposed below,
where δ assumes a value in f0:5, 0:6, 0:7, 0:8, 0:9, 1:0g, as
in Equation (6). This means that, in the best case, the time
required for the attacker to compromise the target will be
doubled.

δ = delta 〠 SAð Þ
h i

=

1:0, 1, 3½ �,
0:9, 4, 5½ �,
0:8, 6, 7½ �,
0:7, 8, 9½ �,
0:6, 10, 11½ �,
0:5, 12, 13½ �:

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð6Þ

3.3. Method for Assigning Probability Distributions. The
main purpose of threat modeling and simulation of complex
attack processes is to dynamically capture the features
between attack processes, which are highly correlated with
key attack techniques. A common issue for MAL-based
languages is the lack of quantitative analysis. We perform
uncertainty calculations considering the actual impact of
attacker profiles on TRMLang and leveraging both the threat
modeling and IIoT scenario asset mapping. Therefore,
TRMLang modeling must define probability distributions
for most attacks and defenses to provide more realistic
simulation results for their system model instances. The
modeling method of TRMLang is shown in Figure 3.

In preparation work, the most important task is choosing
the TTP and TTC of a specific attack action according to
prior attacker profile and the key techniques mapping of
the attack process. The TTC of an attack action is generally
determined by the attack time of a specific attack process.

The MAL framework definition specifies that the time to
execute an attack follows a certain probability distribution.
As shown in Table 2, available distribution functions to rep-
resent the required time include Bernoulli, Exponential,
Gamma, LogNormal, Pareto, and TruncatedNormal distri-
butions. For example, if the time required to execute the
attack action t j compromise the target is 1/λ days, then we
express it with an exponential distribution with parameter

Table 1: DEP and ASLR dependency truth table.

DEP ASLR TTC

0 0 exponential default × δð Þ
0 1 exponential default × δð Þ
1 0 exponential default × δð Þ
1 1 exponential defaultð Þ
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λ, i.e., ExponentialðλÞ. If a Bernoulli distribution is used in
multiplication, e.g., ExponentialðλÞ ∗ BernoulliðpÞ, that
means that the TTC of the attack action is ExponentialðλÞ
with a probability of p and Infinity with a probability of
1 − p.

In Table 2, p represents the probability, λ represents the
rate, k and θ represent the shape and scale, m represents the
minimum, μ represents the mean, and σ represents the
standard deviation.

In order to better accommodate the dynamic features
of attackers, specific improvement parameters η for key
techniques are proposed to characterize the regularity
between different attackers and key techniques by introduc-
ing attacker-specific discrepancy information as attacker
features. η takes values in the range ½0, 1�. The specific
improvement parameters η do not scale with the capability
factor δ, which is used to make slight improvements to the
technique. Thus, the attacker who uses the technique gains
some advantage compared to those who do not.

Distributions can also be combined with addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, division, and exponentiation, as in

ξ ∈ Add, Subtract, Divide, Multiply, Exponent½ �: ð7Þ

The probability distribution function was modified by δ
and η according to Table 2, as in

Bernoulli : Bernoulli p ∗ 1 + δξηð Þð Þð Þ�,
Exponential : Exponential λ ∗ δξηð Þð Þ,

Gamma : Gamma k, θ ∗ δξηð Þð Þ,
LogNormal : LogNormal μ, θ ∗ δξηð Þð Þ,

Pareto : Pareto m, θ ∗ δξηð Þð Þ,
TruncatedNormal : TruncatedNormal μ, σ ∗ δξηð Þð Þ:

ð8Þ

Then, the probability distribution of TRMLang needs to
train a TTC-Global (TTCG) generation network for the
instance model based on the dynamic attacker profile in
order to link the key techniques to the attack action. The
algorithm assumes that all local TTCs are independent of
each other. The CTI automated analysis and ATT&CK pres-
ence of attacks are gathered to calculate the conditional

Threat mapping

Attacker
profile

Attacker
Simulation

Probability
distribution

Technique
mappings

Sophistication
properties

CTI
source 1

CTI
source 2

ATT&CK Alpha factor
a

b

Figure 3: Graphical representation of the distribution probability distribution method. (a) The threat mapping phase involves automated
CTI analysis, specifically the ATT&CK matrix, which has generated the attacker profile. (b) This phase accepts the mapped data for each
key technique along with attacker’s capability factor δ for assigning probability distributions, and it is used to construct code and scripts
for attack simulation.

Table 2: Probability distributions supported by the MAL framework.

Distribution Limits Expected value

Bernoulli 0 < = p < = 1 E Bernoulli pð Þ½ � = p

Exponential 0 < λ E Exponential λð Þ½ � = 1/λ

Gamma 0 < k, 0 < θ E Gamma k, θð Þ½ � = k ∗ θ

LogNormal 0 < θ E LogNormal μ, θð Þ½ � = e∧ μ + θ∧2/2
� �

Pareto 0 <m, 0 < θ E Pareto m, θð Þ½ � = infinity if m < 1, otherwise m ∗ θð Þ/ θ − 1ð Þ
TruncatedNormal 0 < σ E TruncatedNormal μ, σð Þ½ � = μ
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probability between TTC and attack action, i.e., pðttcijtiÞ ∈
ð0, 1Þ These probabilities are based on dynamic data that
forms a dependence truth table TðttciÞ in the Technique-
TTC mapping. The truth table may need to be normalized
to eliminate null values. The normalization table is used to
calculate the normalized likelihood or normalized condi-
tional probability ωðttcijtiÞ to show the support of each key
technique ti to their calculated ttci shown in Equation (9).

ω ttcijtið Þ = p ttcijtið Þ
∑ti∈Tttci

p ttcijtið Þ , ð9Þ

where ωðttcijtiÞ is the normalized conditional probability,
pðttcijtiÞ is the conditional probability between TTC and
the attack action, ttci is the calculated TTC, ti is an attack
action that relies on the truth table, ttcijti refers to attack
action ti occurs under the condition that ttci occurs, and
Tttci is the generated dependent truth table.

Using the above normalized conditional probability
table, the normalized posterior probability μðttcijtiÞ can be
calculated by using Naive Bayes in Equation (10).

μ ttcijtið Þ = ω ttcijtið Þp tið Þ
∑ti∈Tttci

ω ttcijtið Þp tið Þ , ð10Þ

where μðtijttciÞ is the normalized posterior probability and
pðtiÞ is the prior class probability.

The shortest paths between likely attacker entry points
and the most critical assets represent the easiest way for a
cyber attacker to compromise the IIoT control system.
Assume that rational adversary would select the shortest
path to reach an attack target. All calculated local TTCs
are considered for this support and for each attack for differ-
ent key techniques, so in order to extract TTCG, all these
support values are combined to find the shortest compro-
mise time with the maximum support value SðtiÞ, as in

S tið Þ = ∑ttci∈TTCGi , μ tijttcið Þ
∑ttci∈TTCti

μ tijttcið Þ , ð11Þ

where SðtiÞ is the attack support function, TTCGi is the
shortest TTC computed due to the attack action TTCGi,
and TTCti is the set of local TTCs associated with the
attack ti.

Algorithm 1 presents the process of constructing a
TTCG generation network for probabilistic attack graphs.

4. IIoT Case Study: Smart Grid Simulation

In this section, the proposed TRMLang model is simulated
by the Lazarus Group penetration attack process to estimate
the TTC distribution of the IIoT smart grid. Then, the effec-
tiveness of the model is compared with the simulation based
on standard penetration tests.

4.1. SEGRID Description. Figure 4 describes a scenario
regarding central load balancing of SEGRID smart grid
[30]. From an IIoT infrastructure point of view, this means

that the traditional power grid infrastructure is extended
with yet another type of substation, namely, the distributed
energy resource (DER) generation that is monitored and
controlled by the central supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) system. A traditional physical system
viewpoint depicts networks (zones) operated by different
stakeholders. These networks contain computer hosts and
are connected to each other via firewalls. The SCADA zone
is the most essential part of the structure. This is where com-
mands from operators are delivered and then distributed to
the actual substations. Looking to the left of the SCADA
zone, we have the engineering zone. This is where the power
system structure is defined. The office zone is where the staff
not working with operating the process is located. Typically,
an AMI zone contains systems for collecting readings of
energy consumption from household and industrial. SEG-
RID is an extensive model consisting of several systems
and suppliers, controlled by operators on a centralized sys-
tem. This example model describes a real-world scenario
well and adds complexity to our simulations when evaluat-
ing the result of our different attacker profiles, which makes
it a good choice. Hence, the TRMLang model is applied to
add the required tags to the affected assets.

As a basis for the security assessment, the experiment
used a tool called securiCAD [31]. SecuriCAD makes its
security risk assessments by performing probabilistic simu-
lations of attack graphs on system architecture models. In
short, securiCAD can use a domain-specific language that
specifies IIoT assets, potential attack actions related to these
assets, and defenses related to these assets. From model
instances of the language, probabilistic attack maps are auto-
matically generated and computed.

Test runs or samples are used to simulate different paths
between runs, as some attack actions might succeed and
sometimes fail, generating different TTC values. This makes
sense as an attacker’s skills, time, funds, and experience
would vary between attacks. This difference affects the calcu-
lation of the TTC in the simulation. When the simulation is
done, the probability results based on the cumulative distri-
bution function are used for all the test sample data, and the
average of all TTC values over time distribution is given in
the end.

The overall result and the final security vulnerability
assessment metric is that all attacks receive a probabilistic
TTC distribution. A high TTC thus corresponds to a low
risk since it takes a long time to compromise. Finally, in this
experiment, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed method, two experiments were designed using
the SEGRID smart grid project as the experimental
background: Compromising Distribution System Operator
(DSO) Office Computer and Compromising DSO Engineer-
ing Control Subnet.

4.2. Lazarus Group Attacker Profile Preparation. According
to prior knowledge and mechanism of attack process map-
ping, 13 attack techniques out of 6 tactics that are highly
related to the attack action of the Lazarus Group [32] are
selected to be key techniques. All key techniques of the
TRMLang model are presented in Table 3.
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Here, it can be analyzed some conclusions that the initial
access attacks of Lazarus Group mostly send malicious code
to the victim through a compromised legitimate website.

The strategy is typically known as a “watering hole” attack,
which is a type of drive-by compromise tactic. Also, there
is an attack strategy of the same type, known as “phishing.”

Data preparation: Choose the TTP and local TTC of a specific attack action according to the prior attacker profile and key tech-
niques mapping of the attack process;
Input: Attacker Profile (AP) and local TTC set (Tttci);
Output: TRMLang model with integrated TTCG generation network.
Start:
Step 1: Get the attack action ti of a specific attacker: techniques⟵ AP , and calculate the capability factor δ based on the dynamic

attributes of the attacker;
Step 2: Obtain the assets associations (Asset:Connection) and the defensive distribution (Asset:Def enses) in a defined scene;
Step 3:

for Si ∈ Asset:Connection do
Calculate the probability distribution pðtiÞ for attack action ti:
pðtiÞ⟵ new distributionðAsset:Def enses, δ, ti:μÞ

end for
Step 4: Check the dependency table pðttcijtiÞ. If the technique ti is related to the local TTC set, go to Step 5, otherwise go back to

Step 1;
Step 5: Calculate the conditional probability pðttcijtiÞ ∈ ð0, 1Þ based on CTI automated analysis and ATT&CK collection of attack

action ti.
Step 6:

for ti ∈ T do
Calculate the normalized conditional probability ωðttcijtiÞ;
Use the prior class probability pðtiÞ to calculate the normalized posterior probability μðtijttciÞ.

end for
Step 7: Consider all Tttci to calculate the maximal support of TTCGi for ti and go to Step 8;
Step 8: If the technique ti for a given ttci has the maximum posterior probability, then add technique ti to the TTCG generation net-

work and exit. Otherwise, go back to Step 1.
End

Algorithm 1: TTCG generation network based on TRMLang.

TSO Data hub

Internet

Configuration
data

Engineering zone

Primary substation
Secondary substation

SCADA zone Office zoneDER RTU

DMZ substation

Energy supplier
Central office

TSO

HW/SW vendor

Process data kWh date

DSO AMI

DSO

Figure 4: Diagram of the SEGRID smart grid network. In the environment in which the distribution control system operates, data for
distributing control commands along with collecting status information are variously combined and passed through the infrastructure
components.
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In this attack, spear phishing was used as the initial infection
vector. Before launching the attack, the group studied pub-
licly available information about the targeted organization
and identified email addresses belonging to various depart-
ments of the company. Email addresses in those depart-
ments received phishing emails that either had a malicious
Word document attached or a link to one hosted on a
remote server. If the malicious code is executed, then the
privilege escalation technique is used in the next step to help
them gain an account with advanced privileges for further
access to the environment. After gaining an initial foothold,
the attackers gathered credentials and moved laterally, seek-
ing crucial assets in the victim’s environment. They shared
tools and infrastructure among these campaigns to achieve
their goals.

Specially, the Lazarus Group historical data from CTI
automated analysis also reflects the regularity of changes in
attacker features. Thus, the previous infiltration activities of
the Lazarus Group also demonstrate its sophistication and
capabilities, which can be used as an additional auxiliary
characteristic variable.

According to the previously defined formula for calculat-
ing the sophistication attributes, the value of the capability
factor for the Lazarus Group is deltað13Þ = 0:5.

The following experiments employ all the key techniques
that have been listed in this section. They provide a practical
guide on how to perform the attack, following an ordered
approach of the implementation phases of the adversary
emulation scenario.

4.3. Compromising Central Office Zone. The TRMLang
model facilitates a probabilistic attack graph that is oriented
to the attack flow, as shown in Figure 5. When examining
security concerns, it is often advantageous to see how attacks
move laterally. The flow of attack, or associations in assets,
through an IIoT control systems can illuminate possible
threat vectors and thus provide insight into appropriate
areas for security controls. In Figure 5, the standard penetra-
tion test is performed by sending a malicious phishing email
to gain initial access to the DSO_OfficeComputer. The cen-
tral office zone is where the staff not working with operating
the process is located. They may not be sufficiently security
precautions aware and end up clicking on a malicious link
in the mail or downloads malicious documents which
appear legitimate. This action leads to the attacker gaining
access to the employee’s host. When this state has been
reached, the central office zone can be compromised. In

Figure 6, we can see that the standard penetration test attack
performs successfully in the TTC distribution.

For penetration testing of the applied TRMLang model
with the Lazarus Group attacker profile, the most effective
attack remains malicious email. The attackers used mali-
cious emails to infect computers in the central office zone
by initiating attacks to gain employee access to the browser.
The payload created by the initial spear phishing document
is loaded as a backdoor installer running in memory. This
installer is responsible for implanting the next stage loader
type of malware and registering it for automatic execution
for persistence. Later, we assess that the attacker successfully
obtains login credentials from the host and starts using them
for further malicious activities. After obtaining login creden-
tials, this attacker begins to move laterally from the office
host to the control subnet host. The TTC distribution curve
applying the Lazarus Group attack profile is shown in
Figure 7.

In the case where the same entry point is selected for
both tests, the global TTC distribution remained more or
less the same. In the attack actions related to malicious mail
service, the TTC distribution with the Lazarus Group
attacker profile has not been significantly improved, apart
from the 90% success rate. However, the Lazarus Group
attack path is simpler as the key technical features of the
attacker were correctly mapped onto the probabilistic attack
graph. This highlights the fact that just because Lazarus
Group is able to get initial access through a drive-by com-
promise solution, it does not mean that it is always the best
solution. This can be a much more discrete problem, because
puddle attacks infecting legitimate websites may not alert
intrusion detection systems and are more difficult to detect
than email phishing. But the downside of the drive-by com-
promise solution is that one must wait until the target
accesses the infected site, while one can expect a faster com-
promise response when this happens.

4.4. Compromising DSO Engineering Control Subnet. When
attackers compromise less critical assets, such as DSO office
computers, they want to use lateral movement techniques to
penetrate the engineering control subnet of critical services
or infrastructure, as shown in Figure 8. The DSO engineer-
ing control subnet is where the power system structure is
defined in the SEGRID project. Compromising this network
would allow an adversary to control the power system,
which could be motivated by the Lazarus Group targeting
the DSO engineering control subnet’s essential foothold in

Table 3: In-scope key techniques for the Lazarus Group.

Tactic Technique

Initial access Drive-by compromise, phishing

Execution Command and scripting interpreter, exploitation for client execution, and user execution

Privilege escalation Account manipulation

Defense evasion File deletion, modify registry, indicator removal on host, and software packing

Credential access Input capture, password spraying

Lateral movement Remote services
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the system. The TTC distribution curve for a standard pen-
etration test attack is shown in Figure 9.

The Lazarus Group begins by initiating the attack by
infecting a web server with malicious code. Once the mali-

cious code has gained entry into the system, the attack will
typically evolve through the different stages of the kill chain.
It carries out early reconnaissance, creates a state of persis-
tence, seeks access to a user in the DSO_
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Figure 5: Compromising central office zone. This is where the attacker’s attack is moved laterally and then compromised into the office host.
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Figure 6: TTC distribution of standard penetration tests for compromising central office zone.
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Figure 7: TTC distribution of the Lazarus Group penetration tests for compromising central office zone.
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EngineeringControlSubnet through a DSO server, and then
initiates a series of lateral movements or exfiltration attacks
until it reaches its final goal of compromising the engineer-
ing control subnet (other impacts are possible as well of
course). This accurately represents the dynamic behavior
feature of the Lazarus Group, as shown in Figure 10, where
the success rate of the TTC distribution grows slightly faster.

4.5. Experimental Method Comparison. Previous threat
modeling work has involved domains that are primarily
based on model-driven architecture modeling. Architecture
modeling can help systems deal with increasingly complex
cyber environments [33–36]. The importance of creating
models to support security decisions has been previously
demonstrated in some studies, including HinCTI [37], TV-
HARM [38], and PMCAP [39], also employed architectural
modeling, in which attacks and defenses were coupled to the
system architecture. However, these methods are “modelling
only” models but do not provide any automatic methods to

analyze and infer further conclusions from the model.
Therefore, this type of work is not as relevant as it may seem.
Consequently, this type of work is not as close to us as it may
seem.

The current TMS models focus on different functional
scopes. Some methods focus on the inference of attack intent
and attack path [16–18, 40], and some methods focus on the
uncertainty analysis of the attack [16, 41, 42]. There are also
many studies that do not take into account the uncertainty
of attack occurrence, thus failing to model real and valid
attacks. The threat response modeling language proposed
in this paper focuses on information on IIoT assets, uncer-
tainty analysis, tactics, techniques, and attacker features,
which provides a holistic view of the security situation and
is more comprehensive than other methods. Table 4 com-
pares TRMLang and other TMS models to show the scope
of functionality involved in each model.

The experiments verified the effectiveness of the method
in this paper. TRMLang extracts and models information
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Figure 8: Compromising DSO engineering control subnet. This is where the attacker compromises the control subnet through attack paths.
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Figure 9: TTC distribution of standard penetration tests for compromising DSO engineering control subnet.
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about IIoT target networks and attackers. By correlating the
system asset model and attacker features, the state transfer
and TTC probability distribution during the attack process
are simulated. Then, the global TTC generation network is
used to find out the minimal time of the attacker’s pervasion
and then infer the attack intention and path, which provides
useful evidence and guidance for making a risk decision.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, in order to capture the impact of attacker
dynamic features on key technologies, a novel attack simula-
tion formal approach called TRMLang was proposed for
threat modeling and simulation in the IIoT domain. The
attacker profile of the dynamically constructed, along with
the attack and defense logic of the key technologies, was
integrated into the threat model to learn the actual dynamic
characteristics of the industrial process. Then, the effective-
ness of TRMLang was demonstrated by comparing it with
a model based on standard penetration tests in two case
studies on smart grids. Therefore, the use of this approach
can track the attacker’s attack actions based on highly
vulnerable assets within IIoT control systems, efficiently
calculating the time spent on the attack process.

For future work, first, the TRMLang model allows com-
paring the attacker’s key techniques with those of other

groups due to the complexity of the attacker’s key techniques
attack and defense logic in the actual IIoT process. Then,
when the model conditions change, the modeled probabilis-
tic attack graph may no longer adapt to the system. There-
fore, it was important to explore the automated modeling
method for TRMLang so that the model can be periodically
updated. Finally, more knowledge of security engineering
mechanisms should be combined to build an IIoT threat
model.
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Table 4: Comparison of experimental methods of several TMS models.

Method
Security

engineering
Attack intent
inference

Attack path
inference

Uncertainty
analysis

Tactic,
technique

Attacker
features

P2CySeMoL [41] ✓ ✓

pwnPr3d [42] ✓ ✓

SecML [43] ✓ ✓

FMMLx [40] ✓ ✓ ✓

BPATSM [44] ✓ ✓

PowerLang [17] ✓ ✓ ✓

CoreLang [18] ✓ ✓ ✓

EnterpriseLang [16, 45] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

IoTsecM [46] ✓ ✓

TRMLang ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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